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Abstract

A method for the computation of Haar spectral co�
e�cients is described using the OBDD representation
of a function� An algebraic relationship between the
circuit output probabilities and the Haar spectral coef�
�cients is derived and used� The circuit output prob�
abilities are computed by applying graph algorithms to
the OBDDs� A fundamental dependence between the
spectral coe�cients and n� � simple Boolean equiva�
lence relationships is noted�

� Introduction

The various forms of spectra of a Boolean function
provide a unique means of function de�nition and each
individual spectral coe�cient provides information re�
garding the behavior of the function over various in�
puts� In the past� various spectra of Boolean functions
have been used for analysis� synthesis� and veri�ca�
tion tasks however the computational complexity as�
sociated with these computations limited widespread
usage�

More recently� developments in the use of Deci�
sion Diagrams for Boolean function representation and
their subsequent usage in the computation of spectral
coe�cients has renewed interest in spectral methods�
Several techniques for computing spectral coe�cients
based on DDs have been developed �	
 ���
 ��
 ���
�
Here we utilize the concept of circuit output proba�
bilities as a set of quantities that allow the modi�ed
Haar spectral coe�cients to be calculated using simple
algebraic equations�

Circuit output probabilities �
 were �rst proposed
for the analysis of the e�ectiveness of random testing�
Recently� these values have been reexamined due to
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their close relationship with �signal switching probabil�
ities�� or �switching activity factors� which are used ex�
tensively in the development and analysis of low power
circuitry design and analysis methods ��
 ��
 ���
�

The computation of the modi�ed Haar transform
��
 ��
 coe�cients is more complex than the probability
based methods for computing Walsh and Reed�Muller
spectral values ���
 ��	
� The increase in complexity is
due to the fact that an independent constituent func�
tion no longer holds� In this case� the analogy to the
constituent function used in the previous work is actu�
ally a sub�function of the function to be transformed�
Since we are dealing with probabilities� a degree of in�
dependence is lost� For this reason� a single algebraic
equation in terms of a constituent function can not be
formulated as is shown in Section ��

An alternative method for the computation of the
Haar spectrum using BDDs has also been developed
��
� This technique is based upon the notion of �ex�
tended literals� and the spectral coe�cients are com�
puted through the identi�cation of particular paths
contained within the BDD representing �input com�
binations�� This approach di�ers from the technique
described in this paper where we focus on the inter�
action between digital circuit output probabilities and
particular modi�ed Haar spectral coe�cients�

� Output Probability Computations

The output probability expression for a Boolean
function is a real�valued algebraic equation that speci�
�es the probability that the function is valued at logic�
��� given the probability distributions of each of the
dependent variables� Therefore� the probability space
consists of 	n experiments where n is the number of
dependent Boolean variables� If it is assumed that
the function is fully speci�ed� and that each input is
equally likely to be � or �� all probabilities for func�



tion variables may be set to �

�
� The resulting circuit

output probability can be viewed as the percentage of
minterms that cause the function to evaluate to logic�
����

The output probabilities were �rst proposed by
Parker and McCluskey �
 where they were used to
evaluate the e�ectiveness of random testing for com�
binational logic circuits� Recently� interest has been
renewed in these quantities since they can be used to
form estimates of switching activity factors� Switch�
ing activity factors are very useful in the prediction of
overall power dissipation for CMOS circuitry and are
thus a quantity to be minimized for low power design
��
 ��
 ���
�

Any of the methods mentioned in ��
 �
 ���
 may
be used to determine the percentage of minterms that
cause a function� f � to evaluate to logic����� This quan�
tity is denoted here as �ffg� As an example� con�
sider the function de�ned by the Boolean expression
in Equation ��

f�x� � x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x�x� � x�x�x�x�

�x�x�x�x� � x�x�x� ���

Application of any of the techniques referenced
above yield the result� �ffg � �

�
� Thus� �	�� � of

the possible 	� minterms will cause f to evaluate to a
logic���� value�

��� Output Probabilities of Shannon Co�
Factors

The Shannon decompositions are very useful for de�
scribing the structure of Decision Diagram �DD� rep�
resentations of Boolean functions� The DD form is
often de�ned in terms of Shannon decompositions by
considering subgraphs to be representative of Shannon
co�factors of the diagrammed function ��
� It is conve�
nient to describe conditional output probabilities by
examining the output probabilities of co�factor func�
tions as used in the Shannon expansion� The Shannon
expansion theorem is well known and can be used to
de�ne co�factors� It is given in Equations 	� �� and ��

f�x�� x�� � � � � xi��� xi� xi��� � � � � xn� � xif	�xif� �	�

fxi
� f�x�� x�� � � � � xi��� �� xi��� � � � � xn� ���

fxi
� f�x�� x�� � � � � xi��� �� xi��� � � � � xn� ���

Consider the co�factor� fxi
� for a particular vari�

able� xi� The output probability is computed as the
total number of times fxi

� � divided by 	n�� if f
is a completely speci�ed function of n variables� In
terms of probability theory� this becomes the condi�
tional probability value� �ff jxig� Using Baye�s Rule
the conditional probability may be expressed as given
in Equation �� Note that �fxig �� � is always neces�
sarily true when Equation � is used� This is due to the
fact that the co�factors are always computed in terms
of dependent xi�

�ff jxig �
�ff � xig

�fxig
���

For fully speci�ed functions with dependent vari�
ables that have equally likely probability distributions�
�fxig � �

�
� and Equation � simpli�es to �ff jxig �

	 ��ff � xig� The use of circuit output probabilities in
digital systems engineering tasks in the past has gen�
erally centered around the computation of the proba�
bilities of single functions� In this paper we use con�
ditional output probability expressions to show how
the modi�ed Haar transform spectral coe�cients may
be computed using a decision diagram� Unless other�
wise noted� the conditioned quantity will always be de�
pendent upon the function of interest� Therefore� the
probability space for the conditional output probabil�
ity� �ff jfcg� has a size of 	

n�m where n is the number
of dependent variables of f and m is the number of
mutually dependent variables of f and fc�

� Computation of the Modi�ed Haar

Spectrum

This section will describe how output probabilities
can be used to compute the modi�ed Haar spectral
coe�cients directly� The idea is developed by making
observations about the structure of the transforma�
tion matrix� Although actual vector�matrix products
are not computed� this viewpoint is convenient in the
development of the technique�

Each transformation matrix row consists of the in�
teger elements ��� �� and �� �� represents the Boolean
� constant� � represents the Boolean � constant� and
� indicates the absence of a Boolean constant� Each
row represents some function� fc� dependent upon n

or fewer variables where n is the number of dependent
variables of f � the function to be transformed�



��� Development of the Technique

Figure � contains the modi�ed Haar transformation
matrix for a function of n � � dependent variables� It
is noted that higher ordered coe�cients are computed
from matrix row functions with a decreasing range
space dimension� In fact� this decrease in the dimen�
sion of the range space corresponds directly to subse�
quent Shannon co�factors of the function to be trans�
formed� f � This is in contrast to the results of similar
observations for the Walsh and Reed�Muller transfor�
mation matrices where the respective fc functions can
be de�ned with total independence of the function to
be transformed� One reason for this di�erence in row
vector de�nition is that an individual spectral coe��
cient does not necessarily provide totally global infor�
mation about the transformed function� rather it gives
information regarding the correlation of the function
with its various co�factors� Fortunately� like the previ�
ous approaches� each Haar coe�cient can be computed
as an algebraic relation of various probability values
and hence the Haar spectrum is also directly linked
with output probability calculations�

The output vector of the function to be transformed
generally contains integers with �� representing logic��
and �� representing logic��� With this viewpoint� we
can de�ne the number of matches between a partic�
ular transformation matrix row vector as the number
of times the row vector and function vector compo�
nents are simultaneously equal to �� or ��� Each of
the constituent Boolean functions are given to the left
of their respective transformation matrix row vectors�
Note that the matrix contains a � value in addition
to the � and �� quantities which represent logic levels�
Since some of the rows represent constituent functions
that are co�factors� the output space is less than 	� in
size and the presence of a � value acts as a place holder�

f

x�
x� � fx�
x� � fx�

x� � fx�x�
x� � fx�x�
x� � fx�x�
x� � fx�x�

�
�����������

� � � � � � � �
� � � � �� �� �� ��
� � �� �� � � � �
� � � � � � �� ��
� �� � � � � � �
� � � �� � � � �
� � � � � �� � �
� � � � � � � ��

�
�����������

Figure �� Example of Modi�ed Haar Transformation
Matrix for n � �

The presence of co�factors in the Haar constituent

functions can be accounted for by using the relation�
ship in Equation � to represent these quantities as
output probabilities of the AND of the function to
be transformed with its respective dependent literals�
Note also that the maximum absolute value of a Haar
spectral coe�cient varies depending on the order of
the coe�cient� This is due to the reduction in the size
of the range of the constituent functions containing
co�factors�

In order to determine the total number of matching
outputs between f and fc� it is necessary to determine
when both simultaneously evaluate to a logic�� level
as well as a logic�� level� We denote the percentage of
the total number of matches of logic�� between some
f and fc as pm	 and likewise for the logic�� levels�
pm�� With this viewpoint� fc expressions can be con�
structed �shown to the left of the transformation ma�
trix in Figure �� that utilize co�factors of the function
to be transformed to restrict the range space and to
dictate where the relative location of the valid output
of the fc function occurs in the 	n row vector compo�
nents� Each of the co�factors is then ANDed with an
appropriate co�factor to provide sign information �or
alternatively� Boolean constant values� for the matrix
row vector components�

The computation can now be viewed as �nding the
pm	 and pm� values� This is true because each indi�
vidual Haar spectral coe�cient can be computed using
the relationship in Equation ��

Theorem � The kth modi�ed Haar spectral coe��
cient can be calculated as�

Hk � 	n�i�	�pm	 � pm��� �
 ���

Where n is the dimension of the range space of the
function to be transformed� f � and i is the dimension
of the range space of a particular Shannon co�factor
of f � �

Proof� If Nm represents the number of times a scalar
product value of �� occurs in the computation of a
particular modi�ed Haar spectral coe�cient �corre�
sponding to � � � and �� � �� products� and Nmm

corresponds to the number of times a scalar product
value of �� occurs �corresponding to ���� products��
then the kth modi�ed Haar spectral coe�cient is given
as�

Hk � Nm �Nmm ��

It is noted that the sum of Nm and Nmm must neces�
sarily equal 	n�i where i indicates the number of vari�
ables about which co�factors have been taken� Substi�
tuting this observation into Equation  yields�

Hk � 	Nm � 	n�i ���



We de�ne pm to be the total percentage of times
that a matching output between the f and fc func�
tions occur� therefore pm � 	n�i �Nm� Furthermore�
pm � pm	 � pm�� Substituting these de�nitions into
Equation � yields the result�

Hk � 	n�i�	�pm	 � pm��� �
 ���

�

The result of Theorem � reduces the computation
of a single modi�ed Haar spectral coe�cient to that of
�nding matching percentages of identical similar out�
puts of f and fc� This can be accomplished by apply�
ing the output probability computation algorithm to
an OBDD representation of the functions representing
the logic�� matches and the logic�� matches yielding
pm	 and pm� respectively� Using the result in Equa�
tion �� the Shannon co�factor output probabilities can
be computed by ANDing various cubes with the orig�
inal function f and dividing the result by the output
probability of the cube itself� which is a constant�

The following table contains symbols for each of the
Haar spectral coe�cients� Hi� values that indicate the
size of the co�factor function range� i� and probability
expressions that evaluate whether the function to be
transformed and the constituent function simultane�
ously evaluate to logic�� �denoted as pm	�� or evaluate
to logic�� �denoted as pm���

Table �� Relationship of the Haar Spectrum and Out�
put Probabilities

SYMBOL i n� i pm� pm	

H	 � � �ff � �g �ff � �g

H� � � �ff � x�g �ff � x�g

H� � 	 �ff �x��x�g
�fx�g

�ff �x��x�g
�fx�g

H� � 	 �ff �x��x�g
�fx�g

�ff �x��x�g
�fx�g

H� 	 � �ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

�ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

H� 	 � �ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

�ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

H� 	 � �ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

�ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

H
 	 � �ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

�ff �x��x��x�g
�fx��x�g

By observing that the probability expressions for
a given Hk in Table � are statistically independent�
the individual computations may be combined into a
compact form� As an example� consider H��

Example � The divisor for the pm	 and pm� expres�
sions� �fx�x�g is a constant equal to �

�i
and thus may

be factored out resulting in Equation � being rewritten
as�

Hk � 	n�i�	i���pm	 � pm��� �
 ����

Since the Boolean expressions f � x� � x� � x� and
f � x� � x� � x� are disjoint� the overall probability may
be computed as the sum of the individual probabilities�
or alternatively� as the probability of the inclusive�OR
of the functions� This is true because it is easy to see
that �fg � hg � �fgg � �fhg for g and h that are
covered by disjoint cube sets�

Combining the Boolean arguments and simplifying�

f � x� � x� � x� � f � x� � x� � x� � x�x��x� � f� ����

Therefore� we can rewrite Equation 	
 as�

Hk � 	n�i�	i���fx�x��x� � f�g � �
 ��	�

�

The manipulations used in Example � may be ap�
plied to all of the modi�ed Haar spectrum coe�cients�
This leads to the interesting result that the modi�ed
Haar coe�cients depend on the set of n Boolean func�
tions� xi � f � which which describe the equivalence
of a particular dependent variable� xi� and the func�
tion to be transformed� f � Higher ordered coe�cients
are based on disjoint partitions of the range space of
these equivalence functions� The partitioning is ac�
complished by ANDing the equivalence functions with
various cubes of other dependent variables of f � Ta�
ble 	 contains the probability functions for a n � �
variable transformation in terms of the equivalences�
Using this table� each coe�cient can be computed us�
ing Equation ���

Hk � 	n�i�	i��pm � �
 ����

� Implementation and Example

Since the output probabilities depend on the set
of n � � equivalence relationships given in the set A
in Equation ��� the OBDD representation of each is
formulated�

A � f�� f� x� � f� x� � f� � � � � xn � fg ����

Analogous to the OBDD variable ordering problm�
a speci�ed variable order is also implicit for any given



Table 	� Relationship of the Haar Spectrum and
Equivalence Functions

SYMBOL i n� i pm

H	 � � �ff � �g � �� �ffg

H� � � �ff � x�g

H� � 	 �fx� � f � x�g

H� � 	 �fx� � f � x�g

H� 	 � �fx� � x� � f � x�g

H� 	 � �fx� � x� � f � x�g

H� 	 � �fx� � x� � f � x�g

H
 	 � �fx� � x� � f � x�g

modi�ed Haar spectrum� Higher ordered coe�cients
are computed by partitioning the relevant equivalence
relation into 	m OBDDs covering disjoint portions of
the range and �nding their output probabilities� The
value m� � is the number of previously used equiva�
lence relations in the set A� The partitioning is quite
simple and consists of formulating all possible cubes
of the m literals used in lower ordered coe�cients and
ANDing them with the OBDD representing the equiv�
alence relation�

��� Example Computation

A simple ��variable function will be used to illus�
trate the computation approach� Consider the func�
tion given by the truth table in Figure 	� The corre�
sponding modi�ed Haar transform is computed by the
de�nition and shown in Equation ���

�
���������������

� � � � � � � �
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Each of these coe�cients may be computed using
the expressions derived in the previous subsection� Ta�
ble � contains the results of the computations using
the method proposed here�

x� x� x� F

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

Figure 	� Truth Table of the Function for Example
Computation

Table �� Relationship of the Haar Spectrum and
Equivalence Functions

SYMBOL i n� i pm Hk

H	 � � �

�
�	

H� � � �

�
	

H� � 	 �

�
�

H� � 	 �

�
	

H� 	 � �

�
	

H� 	 � �

�
	

H� 	 � �

�
	

H
 	 � �

�
�

When implemented� the probability calculations
shown in column � of Table � are comprised of form�
ing the OBDD representing the argument of the �fg
function and applying the probability assignment al�
gorithm� The probability assignment algorithm has
a complexity of O�N� where N is the total number
of vertices in the data structure� Therefore� individ�
ual spectral coe�cients may be computed very quickly
since many functions are represented by OBDDs with
a total number of vertices polynomial in n�

��� Experimental Results

The computationally intense portion of the method
described here involves the calculation of the prob�
abilities� The OBDDs representing the fundamen�
tal equivalence relations given in the set A in Equa�



tion �� will generally contain more internal vertices
than the AND of those same functions with product
terms� Therefore� we computed the probability val�
ues of the fundamental equivalence relations for the
ISCAS benchmark circuits c��	 and c��� for outputs
�	�gat and ��gat respectively� Tables � and � con�
tain the results of these computations�

The algorithm used to compute the probabilities
is a recursive� depth��rst method that actually com�
putes path probabilities rather than node probabili�
ties� By computing path probabilities� the temporal
complexity of the algorithm is O�N�� where N is the
number of OBDD vertices� These computations were
performed on a ��� MHz SPARCstation 	� with ���
MB of memory� All computations required � second
or less of CPU time�

The relevance of this data is that the value of the
modi�ed Haar transform coe�cients for this function
may all be computed in � CPU second or less since
the �rst�ordered coe�cients are algebraically related
to the given probabilities� The higher ordered coe��
cients are computed by ANDing a cube term with the
OBDDs represented in the Table � and will thus gener�
ally yield smaller OBDDs allowing the corresponding
probabilities to be computed with a negligible amount
of increased CPU time overhead� Therefore� we have
reduced the amount of time to compute a modi�ed
Haar transform coe�cient from that required to form
an inner product of vectors of length 	�� for the c��	
example or 	�� for the c��� example to a O�N� traver�
sal of an OBDD�

Table �� Output Probabilities for f � xi and First�
Order Modi�ed Haar Spectral Coe�cient for Circuit
c��	� Output �	�gat

INPUT� xi �ff � xig H� SIZE
�gat ����	 ����� ��� ��	
		gat ����� ����� ��� �	
�	gat ���� ���� ��� ����
�gat ����� ����� ��� �		�
	gat ����� �	��� ��� ����
	�gat ����� ����	� ��� ���
�gat ���	� ������ ��� ����
	gat ���� ����� ��� ��	�

Table �� Output Probabilities for f � xi and First�
Order Modi�ed Haar Spectral Coe�cient for Circuit
c���� Output ��gat

INPUT� xi �ff � xig H� SIZE
��gat ����� ����� ��� ����
	��gat ����� ����� ��� ����
	��gat ����� ������ ��� ����
	��gat ����� ������ ��� �	�	
	gat ����� �		���� ��� ����
�	gat ����� ��		��� ��� ����
�	�gat ����� ����� ���� ����
���gat ����� ����� ���� ����
���gat ����� ������ ���� ���	
�	
gat ���� ������ ���� ��	�
	��gat ����� ������ ���� ����

� Conclusion

This paper has examined the relationship between
the conditional output probabilities of Boolean func�
tions and the modi�ed Haar transform� A method�
ology was implemented for the computation of the
modi�ed Haar spectral coe�cients and experimental
results are given� One very interesting result is the
dependence of the spectrum upon n � � equivalence
relationships between the function to be transformed
and each of its� dependent variables and the constant
��

In the future� we plan to investigate problems that
can possibly be solved more e�ciently by exploiting
the information present in the Haar spectrum�
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